
Unit Plan
A. Standards:
State Standards:
1. Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music. 
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
5. Reading and notating music. 
6. Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.
9. Understanding music in relation to history and culture.

B. Objectives:

1. TSW: Identify the parts of the guitar
2. TSW: Play G, C, G7 chords on the guitar
3. TSW: Accompany “Brother John” while singing on guitar
4. TSW: Accompany “Row, Row, Row, Your Boat” while singing on guitar
5. TSW: Accompany “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” on guitar while singing in a round/

cannon
6. TSW: Play “Hot Cross Buns” on guitar using tablature
7. TSW: Play the riff from “Louie, Louie” on guitar using tablature

C. Instructional Strategies: (TSW)
1.Practice “Grabbing” EZ G chord
2.Accompany “Brother John” by strumming an EZ G chord on quarter notes
3.Accompany “Row, Row Your Boat” by strumming an EZ C chord on quarter notes
4.Play “Hot Cross Buns” on guitar using tablature
5.Echo strumming patterns on muted strings.
6.Play a chord progression EZ C-G7 with 8 beats of rest for transitions.
7.Play a chord progression, EZ C-EZ G7 without breaks with percussion accompaniment.
8.Accompany “Skip To My Lou” with C-G7 chord progression, while singing.
9.Accompany “This Old Man” with C-G7 chord progression while singing.
10.Play riff from “Louie, Louie” on guitar using tablature, with chordal guitar accompaniment
11.Write out the C, G, and G7 chords on chord diagrams.
12. Play riff from “Louie, Louie” with recording.
13. Play chord progression, (full) C-ezG7 with 8 beats of rest for transitions.
14. Accompany “London Bridge” with chord progression, (full) C-G7.

D. Sources
Children’s Guitar Method book
Original PowerPoint
“Louie, Louie” by the Kingsmen
E. Materials 
-tab-hot cross buns ppt
-tab-louie louie ppt
-guitar visual
-chord diagram visual
-chord chart handout
-guitars
-music stands
-foot stands
5 Lesson Plans:



1.Guitar Introduction
2.Chords and Tab
3.Skip To My Lou and really old jingles
4.Chord progressions and Rock and Roll
5.More Rock and Roll


